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Chairman’s Foreword 

A brief summary of the activities of the year read 
just like the year before, a full programme of 

events starting with the London Boat show din- 
ner, finishing with the AGM and again the sailing 

season and rallies disrupted by the weather 

though | hope you all managed to have some 

good cruising. Some of our members have made 

extensive cruises in foreign parts the logs of two 

of them are in this issue. All these events have 
been reported in the Newsletters and on the 

Website. 

This has been my last year as Chairman and although | 

resigned at the AGM I will still be in post until Anne 
Grubb takes over in January by which time I will have 

served almost six years. I should like to thank Anne 
for volunteering, give her my.best wishes, and hope 

that she enjoys her time in office. I must also thank all 

the officers who have worked with me during my time 

in office. They have continued to keep the Association 

functioning and at the same time been the instruments 

of the changes that have taken place; the Website, the 
Newsletters, the Regional Organisation, and the new 

Constitution. We have had two other retirements this 
year. Barrie Marson and David Probert who have both 

served the Association for many more years than me 

and I should like to thank them very much for their 

services on behalf of all the members. 

In some respects I am leaving a thriving Association 

with membership at its highest level ever, a wonderful 

website, the Waterlines journal, rallies and socials on 
the east and south coasts, the Newsletters etc., how- 

ever we have a problem that still not enough members 
are coming forward to fill the vacancies as officers 

retire. It was well summed up by Peter Cosker at the 
AGM when he said “the Association is on the crest of 
a wave but when looking at the nominations for im- 

portant prestigious officers we are plumbing the 

depths. How can this be?” Without someone to take 
over from Barrie and David there will be no Water- 

lines after this issue and no Shadow rallies next year 

and we still do not have a secretary. Please think how 

you can help to run your Association. 

Wishing you all good sailing 

Brian Smith, Chairman (Yachts) 

Keep informed via the Association's website, 

managed by Website Editor Peter Cosker 

www.victoriashadow.co.uk 
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Brian and Dawn are hoping to spend more time 
sailing in Moonfleet next year 
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The 2008 AGM 
This was held as usual at the London Corinthian 
Sailing Club in Hammersmith, on November 16th. 
Disappointingly, in spite of a record membership, 

there were only 19 members present. 

After an excellent meal, we assembled in the 

afternoon for the formal business starting with a 

report by the Chairman. He reviewed the year’s 

events and the contrast between an excellent early 

summer and a miserable second half Finally Brian 

made another plea for new officers, particularly a 

new Secretary, to come forward. 
The Treasurer's report showed the financial accounts 
remained healthy, again near to breakeven, with 

sufficient reserves to avoid am increase in subscription 

| for the next year or two 
Afier some discussion, it was agreed that overseas 

members should pay the same £15 subscription as the 

rest of us 

We then came to the Election of Officers, with the 

advance warning that three of the Committee were not 

standing for re-election. 
Two nominations had been received—Anne Grubb as 
Chairman (sailing), and John Sadler as Auditor. 
Their election to these posts was made nem con. 

Anne was unable to attend the AGM, but has assured 
us that she will continue in the role of East Coast 
Regional Organiser as well as the Chairmanship. 

Finally a vote of thanks was given to the three retiring 

Officers- 
Brian Smith who has looked after our various 
meetings, as well as attending almost all socials and 

rallies for over 5 years 
David Probert, a founder member, and Joint 
Chairman for I4 years, during which he has more 

than doubled the Shadow membership 
Barrie Marson, another founder member, Vice- 

| Chairman and Journal Editor for the last eight years 
  

  

  
The Committee as from January ist 

boska 

Chairman (Yachts) Anne Grubb 
anne.grubb1 @ntlworld.com 

Chairman (Cruisers) Vacancy! 

Secretary Vacancy! 

Jornal Editor Vacancy! 

Website Editor Peter Cosker 
peter.cosker@rya-online.net 

Treasurer John Cade 
ahoy@cadeho.eclipse.co.uk 

S. Coast Regional Organiser John Tyer 

Jttyer2000yahoo.co.uk 
E. Coast Regional Organiser Anne Grubb   
  

The Victoria Cups 
The Victoria Cup is for the winner of the Round- 

the Island Race (on corrected time) In fact there 

were no entrants for this in the last two years and 
the last winner in 2005 was Mowbray Whiffin. 
The Cup itself is normally Kept a at The Island Sail- 

ing Club in Cowes. = 
However this year the | 

Cup was won by Jerry 

Bottrill in Tracker ina 

blistering time of 9 
hours. 23 minutes. 

This made Jerry 169 

out of 1548 boats— an 

impressive __ perform- 
ance. Jerry himself 

was not at the AGM- 

nor was the cup, 

which is being restruc- 

tured to accept more 
than 16 winners’ 

names. A photograph of the Cup (above) was 

shown to those present 
For the Victoria Cruising Cup (given to the Asso- 

ciation by Tim Gearing of Victoria Yachts Limited) 

there were two excellent entries. Simon and Jo 

Bound sent in a consolidated log based on their 
accounts which have appeared on the VSA 

Webpages during the year. An extensive cruise, 

illustrated with copious photographs and stories 

of the different ports visited from Rochefort to the 
Algarve— a condensed version starts on page 8. 

  

  

  

| Olive Hathaway presents the Victoria 
Cruising Log Cup to Simon and Janet 

  

The winning entry by a very small margin was 

the log presented by Simon Fraser and his crew/ 
logkeeper Janet Gayler, of their Atlantic Crossing 

in Simoon. (see pages 4-6) We later were able to 
see much more of this voyage to Barbados and 
onward through the Windward Islands during the 

afternoon’s presentation 
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Simon Fraser and Janet entertained and 
informed us at our 2007 AGM, about 

their voyage to Gran Canaria—and now 
tell us about their Atlantic Crossing 
starting a few weeks later 

Our first long distance sailing was our Atlantic 

crossing in December 2007. It was in Simoon III 

of London, a 34' cutter rigged sloop, which had a 
crew of three, Simon Fraser, owner/skipper, 

Julian Harrap, First Mate and Janet Gayler, crew/ 
cook. We had planned to leave from Puerto 
Mogan, Gran Canaria on or around 14th or 15th 

December. The likely departure date had been 

agreed as long ago as February 2007. We were 
concerned that the steel work would not be fin- 

ished. We had decided to have 2 additional solar 

panels fitted above the bimini and 2 steel hatch 
security grilles. 

Whilst having breakfast ashore on Saturday we 
discovered that there was a British rowing team, 

led by Leven Brown, also in Mogan in a boat 

called la Mondiale. They were going to row 

across to Barbados and hoped to take about 29 

Ys F 
  

    CATR FE 

Mondiale in Puerto Mogan 

     

    
  

days in an attempt to beat the current French re- 

cord. There were 6 rowers at any one time, doing 

two hours on, two hours off, throughout the day. 

There were in total 14 people on board an open 56 
foot rowing boat. We realised that, with the right 

weather conditions, they could go faster than us! 

Our family plotted our position on Google earth, 

together with that of la Mondiale, so we received 

regular updates as to how far behind us they were. 
We left at noon, an hour before the rowers, and 

were cheered off by the Heart of England Jazz 

Band which had been performing in Mogan for 
the past week. The sun was shining, it was a calm 

sea and we had to motor for 3 days as sometimes 
we only had 2 knots of wind! At 0000 we heard 

a Spanish warship speaking to la Mondiale on 

VHF. They made them repeat their ship's details - 

probably couldn't believe it, then realised only the 
British could be so crazy! 
Then a depression struck with huge seas, adverse 

winds and rain. We were entertained dolphins 
twice, sailed in parallel with a yacht most of one 
day and saw only a few ships, picking them up 

first on the AIS at 32 miles away. The 2 new ad- 

ditional solar panels, towed generator and wind 
generator kept the batteries fully charged during 

the day, so we could use the autopilot all the time 

and the chartplotter and radar. 

The fridge stopped working and then there was a 

fresh water leak and we lost all our water. That 
could be resolved partially by turning off the 

pump and using the foot pump in the galley. 

With the desalinator to refill the water tank there 

was no problem in the supply of cold water - 

except who wants to stand and laboriously pump 
the water? 

On 22™ December, after a week at sea, our noon 
position was 22° 2846” N and 
24° 39°66” W, 240 miles north of Santo Antao in 

the Cape Verde Isles. We had completed 693 

miles with just over 2000 miles to go to Barbados. 

The Trade Winds appeared to have set in so we 

put up the parasailor, a type of spinnaker with a 
slot cut out 1/3 of the way up and a piece of para- 
chute laced loosely into the space to allow for the 

wind to spill through and keep the sail full. 

On Christmas Day we had confit canard, cran- 
berry stuffing laced with calvados, bread sauce, 
onion gravy, potatoes, peas and carrots. Not bad 
on only 2 rings and an oven. Despite being hove 

to, the boat bounced around and we had to hold 

on to our plates (we used soup plates for all meals 

to stop food shooting off across the cockpit). 

We saved the Christmas pudding for Boxing Day, 
without a flaming pud. Instead we poured the 

rum (couldn't find the brandy) over the custard 

which tasted good. On 27" December our noon 

position was 20° 20' 45" N 33° 41'19" W. We 
were 1213 miles from Puerto Mogan with 1548 

4 Waterlines Winter 2008 
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The Bimini—to be used as a frame for solar panels 

miles to go to Barbados. 

We had sailed for several days with one reef in 

the main and a partly furled genoa as the winds 

varied from 11k to 20k and instead of NE Trades 

we got winds from SE. We had hoped to average 
100 miles a day and sometimes even do 120. No 

such luck. We were pleased if we got into the 
90's . The GRIB file via Sailmail on the com- 

   

              

   

  

   

  

  

    

Christmas Dinner- and Julian 

Arriving with the presents 
  

  

   

The routes of Simoon (yellow) and Mondiale (red) 

       
      a . ae 

weather gear 
J 

  

| _ Julian needing wet 
  

puter gave a 6 hourly chart for the next 72 hours 

and proved very accurate. 

By New Year’s Eve our noon position was 18° 

45' 07" N 39° 06' 28" W 1535 miles from 
Puerto Mogan with 1272 to go to Barbados. That 

day's run was 77 miles. 
Better than the day before but still disappointing. 

The rowers were creeping up on us! 

After a boisterous Christmas lunch, with the boat 

bouncing around merrily, we had had several days 

of perfect sailing. The wind was from the SE on 
the beam at about 12k and we made good pro- 

gress, doing just over 100 nautical miles each day 
in comfortable circumstances. We celebrated 

passing the half way mark and were looking for- 
ward to getting to Barbados. 

Then the doldrums! Unexpectedly there was sud- 

denly no wind. Often we registered 0.2 or even 
0.0 of boat speed. We only managed 33 miles in     
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24 hours on 29th December and that much was 
only because we had the engine on for 1.5 hours 
to charge the batteries and at least 1k of favour- 

able current all the time. There was not enough 
fuel to motor all day so we had to be patient and 

sit quietly in the sunshine, wallowing gently in a 
calm, undulating sea, which breathed peacefully. 

So much so that we were able to have the hatches 

open and even some of the windows as there were 
no rogue waves to wet us. We read and slept and 

ate. What else is there to do in such a tiny space? 

However we were getting there, albeit slowly. By 
5" January our noon position was 16° 43' 35" N 
47° 39' 11" W. We had completed 2049 miles 

from Puerto Mogan and had 722 miles to go to 

Barbados, That day's run was 95 miles. 

Usually we do about 1000 miles each year, in 

cold waters around Britain, so this trip was awe- 

some. 3000 miles was the equivalent of 3 seasons 
for us and always every year there are repairs to 
be done. The day before we had realised that the 

towed generator was no longer attached. Don't 

know whether the shackle failed or the screw 

came undone but the line to the shaft had disap- 
peared, so we had to rely on the solar panels and a 

few hours with the engine to charge the batteries 

After New Year we were becalmed for 3 days, 
achieving only 33, 75 and 79 miles respectively. 

Then, despite a forecast of 15k winds, we had 23 - 
25 all day with gusts of 28k and rough, disturbed 

seas. 
At last at about 06:00 UTC 12" January we saw 
the first glow of land 45 miles away. We had been 

becalmed for the third time on this trip! When the 
fuel gauge stopped working, Simon devised a 

Heath Robinson way of testing how much fuel 
was left, by sticking a piece of paper to his steel 
tape measure and dipping it. 

Our noon position that day was UTC 13° 02' 08" 

N_ 050° 23' 18" W. We had sailed 2771 miles 

from Puerto Mogan and had 6.9 miles to go to our 

Barbados waypoint and a further 10 miles round 

to Carlisle Bay, Bridgetown. Our day's run was 
114 mules. 

To sum up our Atlantic adventure: 
Winds variable in direction and speed 

Becalmed 3 times, each lasting about 3 days, low- 
est daily average 33k in 24 hours with at least 1k 

current every hour 

Beam reach/broad reach 3 or 4 times 

Depressions x 3 (weather not us!) 

Troughs along the lines of the isobars making 
sunny days and cloudy days 

Parasailor up only twice because the wind was too 
unpredictable 

NE Trades for only 5 days, with perfect Trade 

Wind puffy white clouds 

Big Atlantic swells from NE to NW 2m to 4m 
wave height 
Thunderstorms in the early hours (3am to 6 am) 
when wind increased x 3, from 13 to 39k and 

from 5 to 15k. Can be tracked on radar as they 

show up as brightly coloured blobs 
Complex skyscapes. 7 or 8 multiple cloud layers 

At times intense rolling up to 54 degrees (27 in 

each direction) 

Also: the loneliness of solitary watches 
the pleasure of receiving and sending emails 

seeing dolphins, a pilot fish and flying fish 

which landed on deck 
things going wrong and the satisfaction of re- 

pairing them 
the lack of phosphorescence on the water and 

few sea birds 

very few boats and those which were 'seen' on 
AIS were about 25 miles away 

the delight of a hot shower 
the green flash at sunset 

Later that day we arrived in Bridgetown Harbour 

and after clearing customs anchored in 
Carlisle Bay where we went ashore for a well de- 

served lobster meal, with plenty of rum punch to 
celebrate our arrival. We had taken 28 days to 

complete the passage, trying to make it as com- 

fortable as possible by reefing down early and 
keeping a close eye on the weather. 

Simoon III managed the crossing in 28 days 3 
hours 15 minutes of sailing and motoring com- 
pared with la Mondiale in 33 days 7 hours 30 

minutes. Our journey was comparatively easy, 
almost leisurely compared to the blood, sweat and 

tears of la Mondiale's crossing. Ours was not par- 
ticularly unusual, just the completion of a long 

time dream, whilst theirs was a record breaking 
crossing. We shared some of the same experi- 
ences but without the privations. The starry night 
skies were something special and will not be for- 

gotten. Simon and Janet 
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Regulations— Solas 

Did you know that Under Regulation 29 of Chapter V of SOLAS (Intl. Convention for 

Winter 2008 

Safety of Life at Sea) you should carry a separate copy of this table on board - 
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CALADH’S SUMMER CRUISE 
2008 

AN UNINTENDED JOURNEY FROM 
ROCHEFORT TO THE ALGARVE 
By Simon and Joanna Bound 

INTRODUCTION 
In 2007 we began our slow cruise towards the Mediterra- 

nean, sailing our Victoria 34 Caladh from our home in Hay- 

ling Island to Rochefort in south west France, where we laid 

her up for the winter. In April 2008 we returned to France 

with the intention of crossing Biscay to northern Spain for 

the summer before returning to Rochefort again. We then 

planned to take Caladh through the Canal du Midi into the 

Mediterranean in 2009. However, ultimately the cruise did- 

n’t quite follow that plan...... 

BISCAY CROSSING FROM LA ROCHELLE 
After a couple of weeks spent fitting Caladh out for the sea- 
son and a shakedown cruise to some of our favourite har- 

bours in the area, we left La Rochelle on 7 June this year 

bound for Gijon in northern Spain, a passage of 247 miles. 

Our friend Mike had joined us as extra crew for the passage. 

High pressure and settled weather was expected for at least 

four days and with a north westerly force 3-4 at first, in- 

creasing to force 4-5 by the afternoon we romped along, 

often achieving 6-7 knots over the ground until 04.30 the 

following morning when the wind died to almost nothing 

and we had to put our iron-sails up. During the afternoon a 

small group of dolphins swam with the boat for about 10 

minutes and during Simon’s night watch a larger group 

spent over an hour swimming with us — a magical experi- 

ence. By morning the wind had come round to the north but 

remained very light through much of the day so we motored 

on in bright sunshine, which gave the tired crew a bit of a 

rest. In late afternoon the wind freshened enabling us to set 

sail again until the wind died as the sun set. By the early 

hours of the second night we were seeing the lights of the 

north Spanish coast and when Mike’s watch ended at 0700 

the mountainous coast could be seen clearly from about 20 

miles off. After two days of lovely sunshine at sea, our 

landfall was on a grey and overcast morning with the threat 

of rain but after an enjoyable but tiring crossing, we were all 

glad to reach Gijon just over 48 hours since leaving La Ro- 

chelle. 

GIJON TO BAIONA 
We spent a pleasant few days exploring Gijon before Mike 

flew back to England and on 14 June began our cruise west 

along the Spanish coast. Over the next few weeks we vis- 

ited the ports of Ribadeo, Viveiro, A’ Coruna and Camari- 

nas before rounding Cape Finisterre to reach the southern 

rias, the Ria Bajas. The coast is very beautiful, with high 

cliffs topped by lush green fields with small towns and vil- 

lages dotted on the hills, backed by mountains. However, 

contrary to the words of the popular song, the rain in Spain 

doesn’t fall mainly on the plains, it falls mainly on the 

mountains and we quickly realised why the coast is so lush 

and green and the locals never go anywhere without an um- 

brella! Not much English is spoken so we rapidly tried to 

learn a few key phrases in Spanish but most people were 
helpful and friendly and we enjoyed exploring new places. 

However, sailing was quite challenging on what is one of 

the windiest comers of Europe, with passages of up to 60 

miles between tenable harbours. Most days would begin 

calm with the wind building during the morning to be force 

5-6 by the afternoon, accompanied by big seas coming in 

off the Atlantic. This made for lively, fast and enjoyable 

passages when going down wind but a very different story 

when we were foolish enough to go to windward! Our worst 

passage of the season was from Ribadeo to Viveiro, only 

about 30 miles down the coast. The forecast was SW 3-5 

and while a south westerly wasn’t as useful as an easterly, 

the winds were not expected to be strong and for al] but the 

last part of the passage we would be on a north westerly 

course. We left at 1130 in almost no wind and motored in 

bright sunshine for two hours along the coast, accompanied 

for some time by a large school of about a dozen dolphins. 

Eventually the wind filled in but from the north west rather 
than the forecast south west. This was not good as we had 

no useful making tack, so we motored on for a while. How- 

ever, as the wind continued to strengthen and the sea built 

up, we were making very slow progress under motor. The 

wind was biowing about force 4-5 but was strengthening all 

the time so we put a reef in the main and began to sail. Over 

the next few hours the wind strengthened to force 5 gusting 

6, then force 6 gusting 7 and a very rough and confused sea 

built up off the high and rocky coast. It was a hard and wet 

passage, close on the wind almost all the way and it took us 
four hours to beat the final 12 miles around a large headland 

to approach Viveiro. Finally the sea eased as we came into 
the lee of the land and we were able to bear away and romp 
into the ria at Viveiro. We tied up in the small marina at 

about 2030 with much relief and enjoyed a well deserved 
gin and tonic! 

It was therefore one of the highlights of the summer when 

we rounded Cape Finisterre in a fresh northerly breeze and 

sailed into the more sheltered waters of the Ria Bajas at 

last! Until Christopher Columbus discovered America, Cape 

Finisterre on the westerly tip of Spain was believed to be 
the end of the world (hence its name) and it remains a for- 

midable landmark for sailors. 

We enjoyed our time in the Spanish rias tremendously and 

would recommend them as a cruising area. The scenery is 

beautiful and the sailing more relaxing than the exposed 

north coast, with sheltered waters and flatter seas. There is 

plenty of choice of marinas and anchorages, interesting 

towns, beautiful beaches, a warm climate and not too many 

other boats, even in late July. After a couple of weeks ex- 

ploring the rias we reached Baiona, an attractive seaside 

town about 15 miles north of the Spanish/Portuguese bor- 
der. Baiona was a tuming point as we had the chance of 

continuing south into Portugal or returning to Rochefort for 
the winter as originally planned. After much deliberation we 

decided on the former. = The challenges of sailing back to 
France with the wind continuing to blow strongly from the 

north, coupled with the opportunity to see the Portuguese 

coast, helped us reach our decision. 
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BAIONA TO THE ALGARVE 
We weighed anchor in Baiona on 27 July to sail south 

towards the Portuguese border and into the port of 

Viana do Castelo, a passage of about 40 miles. Viana 
has a lovely old town and the helpful marina staff 

made us feel very welcome in Portugal. From here we 

cruised south to the seaside town of Povoa de Vazim, 

which is at the end of the excellent metro into Oporto 

and conveniently situated for visiting the attractive 

city, home of the port wine trade. While in Povoa we 

also experienced the Nortada for the first time. This is 

the Portuguese trade wind which blows north down the 

coast for much of the summer, particularly in periods 

of high pressure and often reaches force 6-7 in the late 

afternoon, making for fast passages and exciting arri- 

vals in unfamiliar marinas and harbours! Entering 

some harbours can be challenging when there is any 

offshore swell due to their narrow, shallow entrances. 

Care is also needed along this coast due to the large 
number of fishing pots laid, including in surprisingly 
deep water well offshore. 

From Povoa we sailed south down the coast visiting 

the ports of Leixoes, Aveiro, Figueira da Foz, Nazare 

and Peniche, before rounding Cabo Roca, the most 

westerly point in mainland Europe to reach the 
Tejo river and Lisboa (Lisbon), the Portuguese | 

capital. We had been warned that the main visi- 

tors’ marina, the Doca de Alcantra, was very noisy | 

and that the other local marinas rarely had spare 

berths. However as this was August many local | 

boats were away on holiday and we were able to 

secure a berth in the Doca de Belem, in the Belem 

district of the City. This is a very pleasant area and 

it is easy to get into the city centre by tram, bus or fy ee 

train so we enjoyed several interesting if tiring R 

days exploring the capital. 

Finally we felt it was time to leave Lisbon and 

head further south, so on 22 August we had a [RR 
lively 50 mile passage down to Sines, which has 

an agreeable marina, good beach and old town 

above, dominated by a large Moorish castle. The 

town is well off the tourist trail and we spent a 

relaxing few days there before our last major pas- 

sage of this cruise, rounding Cabo de Sao Vicente 

to reach the Algarve. Our planned passage to an anchorage 

at Sagres was just less than 60 miles (rather than 76 if we 

continued all the way to Lagos) so we left Sines before it 

was light and motored out of the harbour, keeping a careful 

eye out for large ships, the fishing fleet and most hazardous 

of all, the ever present fishing pots. The forecast was for 

north force 4-5 winds but for much of the day the wind did- 

n’t exceed force 2-3 and we motor sailed all the way to the 

Cape. It was only when we hardened up onto a beam reach 

to round the huge cliffs of Cabo de Sao Vicente that the 

wind freshened quickly to be gusting force 5-6 by the time 

we reached Sagres. 

  

  

  
  

Caladh in the Marina at Gijon 
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  Winter 2008 Cruising logs - Caladh Waterlines 
  

  

We spent the next 2 — 3 weeks explor- 

ing the Algarve which, as well as hav- 

ing plenty of large expensive marinas 

which we tried to avoid, has some in- 

teresting and unspoilt anchorages. The 

weather was hot and sunny throughout 

September and we enjoyed visiting 

Portimao, the Isla Culatra near Faro, 

Tavira and the Guardiana River on the 

Portuguese/Spanish border. These of- 

fered some very lovely anchorages 

=| with beautiful scenery, peace and tran- 

4 quillity as well as interesting pilotage 

| due to narrow shallow entrances, dry- 

“jy _—i| ing sand banks and fast flowing tides. 
} | Although not without its challenges 

we’ve very much enjoyed our cruise of 

   

                

   

      

   

      

  

      The bay at Sagres is where the 

Portuguese explorer Henry the | 

Navigator established his 

school of navigation in the 15" 
century and a popular anchor- 

age for boats heading both 

north and south. However shel- 

tered it was not! The stiff 

breeze was gusting off the 

cliffs and blew hard until the 

early hours of the moming. We 

put out 50 metres of chain and 

were secure on our anchor but 

during the night a noticeable 

swell came into the bay and we ~— 

  

A fishing boat entering Nazare Harbour 
  

had the most uncomfortable night we have had all season! 

We were up early in the morning and keen to leave for La- 

gos as soon as possible, a short and uneventful passage of 

17 miles. After three nights in busy Lagos we sailed just 5 

miles to Alvor where we anchored for a week in the lovely 

natural harbour. It is very tidal and at low water many sand 

spits appear and local fishermen and women come out to 

dig for razor-clams ,clams and winkles as well as long lug- 

worms for bait. 

the Spanish and Portuguese coasts. We met lots of interest- 

ing people from as close to home as Portsmouth and as far 

away as Japan. Sadly in early October it was time to lay up 

for the winter and we had the boat lifted out of the water in 

a boatyard in Faro before returning to the UK. We look for- 

ward to continuing our cruise towards the Mediterranean 

next year. 

Simon and Joanna Bound 

  

    Ponte 25 de Abril in Lisbon 

  

  

  

Rounding Cabo de Sao Vicente 
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  Waterlines Winter 2008 Practical Advice 
  

Peter Allen thought that installing a new 

engine in ‘Volante’ would be straightforward 

~ but the difficulty was in the detail 
This year | had to fit a new engine in Volante after less than 
800 hours running on my previous engine. This article may 
be of particular interest to members who own Victoria 
800's by alerting them to potential problems with their 
installation and highlighting issues associated with fitting a 
replacement engine. Limited space and access means that 
any serious engine work on this type of yacht is bound to be a 
challenge. 

Like all Victoria 800's Volante was fitted from new with a 
Voivo Penta 2010 engine. Soon after taking delivery of 
Volante in June 1996, Victoria Yachts arranged for Volspec, 
my local Volvo agent, to fit a high rise exhaust outlet. The 
reason given at the time being that this was to avoid prob- 
lems which another owner had experienced. Until 2007, the 
engine ran perfectly although | had noticed over time some 
reluctance to start particularly at the beginning of the sea- 
son (boat and engine laid up ashore each winter). 

In the spring of 2007, when we tried to commission the engine 
it would only fire on one cylinder and my mechanic who regu- 
larly services the engine suspected exhaust valve problems. 
This was confirmed when he took off the cylinder head to 
reveal corroded exhaust valve seats and the rear cylinder 
exhaust valve. He believed this corrosion had been caused 
by water ingress over a long period. One could not ignore 
the facts but | was never the less very surprised as | had 
always made a point of turning off the water inlet just before 
the engine was stopped. This being due to experienced with 
a previous yacht where water could be forced past the im- 
peller of the raw water pump when sailing and heeling well 
over. After the valve seats were re-cut and new valves 
fitted, the engine ran better (quicker starting and smoother 
running when cold) than it had done for several years. As a 
result when the engine was winterised last autumn | was sure 
my engine problems had been solved. 

However when the mechanic tried to commission the en- 
gine in the spring of 2008, the engine refused to start. This 
time the problem was identified as being due to corrosion in 
the high rise exhaust which had become porous allowing a 
very small amount of water with antifreeze (from the winter 
lay-up) fo enter the cylinder from the exhaust. Whilst the 
mechanic assured me that this could be solved easily by 
fitting a new high rise exhaust outlet etc., | decided to opt for 
anew engine. 

Having researched the market | decided to buy a Volvo 
DI-13, introduced in 2006 as a replacement for the 2010. 
My main reasons for choosing the DI-13 being that the ex- 
haust outlet on the engine was on the same side as the 
2010 and given that it is based on the 2010,1 concluded 
fitting would be both quick and simple. Basically | expected a 
simple unbolt boit in job. Wrong! 

When the 2010 was removed the mechanic pointed out that 
the water ingress problem | had experienced was probably 
due to two problems with the way original exhaust had 
been fitted. Firstly when the exhaust hose left the water 
lock instead of continuing upwards, the exhaust hose went 
down and forward within the port locker before rising in a big 
loop prior to exiting the boat. This additional loop in the ex- 
haust system created a reservoir for exhaust water in addi- 
tion to the water lock. The second problem being that the 
exhaust outlet was on the port side of the boat which is the 
same side as the exhaust outlet on the engine. The me- 
chanic assured me (he has over 30 years experience with 
marine engines) that the exhaust outlet on the boat should 

always be on the opposite side to the exhaust outlet on the 
engine. This ensures that when the exhaust outlet is below 
the sea water level the engine is much higher and when the 
boat is heeled the other way, the outlet from the boat is well 
Clear of the water level whilst the engine is lower. Crossing 
the exhaust over to the opposite side of the yacht clearly 
reauices the risk of water entering the exhaust systern when 
sailing. 

When the mechanic started to install the DI-13 a number of 
problems progressively came to light. Whilst one should 
always expect some difficulties in these situations, some of 
those encountered were rather bewildering as to why. Firstly 
the Dl-13 comes with a different gearbox, which is shorter 
than the gearbox on the 2010. No serious problem as the 
shaft length could be adjusted. 

We then encountered a minor irritation when trying to fit the 
flexible engine mounts onto the engine beds, particularly 
as we could not see a rational reason for it. Whilst the 
bolts holding the two front flexible engine mounts fitted 
the original bolt positions and spacing the two rear mounts 
require about 10mm wider spacing between the securing 
bolts! An immediate solution was put on hold. 

The third and potentially the most serious problem was 
caused by the rear engine brackets on the DI-13 being 
extended back from the engine bell housing by approxi- 
mately 45 mm ie. the spacing between the front and rear 
engine mounts was more than those on the 2010. An obvi- 
ous solution would be to extend the engine beds further 
aft but due to the hull shape this was impossible. This seri- 
ous obstacle was overcome by locally manufacturing two 
rear engine mounts out of 10mm mild steel angle iron which 
took a full day to complete. 

The final problem which had to be overcome was due to the 
DI-13 sitting lower on the engine mounts than the 2010. 
Therefore to line up the engine to the prop shaft required 
the engine bed to be raised by approximately 15mm. This 
was achieved by placing 15mm thick by 75mm wide alu- 
minium strip on top of the existing engine beds. These 
strips were first bolted to the existing engine beds before 
drilling and tapping both the aluminium and the original steel 
beds for the bolts holding the flexible engine mounts. This 
also overcame (he problem caused by the 10mm addi- 
tional spacing between the bolts securing the rear flexible 
engine mounts. As a result the DI-13 is securely bolted to 
both the aluminium strips and the original steel beds glassed 
into the hull. 

One minor issue for anyone replacing a Volvo engine con- 
cems the engine control panel. The 2010 range of engines 
come with a tachometer and start/ stop controls mounted in 
a black plastic panel often fitted into the GRP of the boat. 
With the DI range the tachometer and the start/stop panel 
come separately and need to be mounted on something. 
In my case the tachometer and stari/stop control panel were 
mounted on a piece of teak which | happened to have. 

Whilst some people might question whether the expense 
of fitting a new engine was justified, so far | have no 
doubts; the performance of the DI-13 exceeding my ex- 
pectations. The D+-13 engine combined with a new 14 x 10 
right hand propeller (2010 required a left handed propeller) 
provides more thrust and power than the 2110 together with a 
very low noise level. All this would not have been achieved 
without Stewart, my long suffering mechanic, who deserves 
my thanks for a job well done in the very confined space avail- 
able Thanks also go to Volspec of Tollesbury my Volvo agent 

Peter Allen 
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Waterlines Winter 2008 Rallies and Socials 
  

  

  
  

  

  
The East Coast Social, Wivenhoe. 
After lunch at the Rose and Crown 
Professor Noel Dilly gave a talk on 
‘Heavy Weather Saling’ —-here is his 
collapsible drogue! 

) Before then, at the Nottage Maritime 

Institute, visitors were able to exam- 

ine traditional boat building methods 

A fine winter's day with the party 
joined by several members from the 
South Coast Region. 

  

  

  

a 
pt © 

| At the South Coast Social we ce ; nara R The South Coast Rally, held 
had an excellent do-it-yourself s i at Shepherd’s Marina in 
buffet lunch made by the mem- Sy Cowes was organised by 

bers, and a rather different talk ay i Jerry Bottrill and attracted 8 
also on Heavy Weather Sailing SE z 
by Peter Bruce             

    
Pre-dinner drinks on Cadenza and a meal at the Island sailing Club were very enjoyable.. The 8 boats included new | 
members John and Janet Williams in Calva and Richard and Angela Jones in Grace Darling. Above are Jerry, John | 
Cade, Roy Dawkins, Sue Doyle (see her photos on p16). Above-Moonfleet departs but without the F7 forecast earlier 

Photographic record of all these events by Peter Cosker 
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Waterlines Winter 2008 Rallies and Socials 

: White Rose of York, - Heavenly Daze and Jolly Olly at the 
Thames Rally to Shillingford. In addition to their crews, 

| severa) other members including visiting yachtsmen 
| enjoyed a dinner-dance at the Shillingford Bridge Hotel 

The East Coast Rally to Gilling- |/ gw" = 
ham Marina on the Medway. 
Above-— Francesca and Crew, 
Ken Capstick on Bonny 
Flighty. 
Mark and Sheesh Bloomfield, 
on Symphony, and teatime on 
Anne Grubb’s Louise. Anne 
had organised this very suc- 
cessful rally. Photography by = iS 

Mark Bloomfield Py a n— 

| Only one boat sailed to the autumn rallies 

} Here is Martin Hunt’s Redwing entering 

Harwich Harbour for the East Coast event. 
The meal at the Royal Harwich Yacht Club 

A however was excellent and well attended. 
At Windsor, 'Red Boards ’ on many of the 

4 locks prevented boats travelling on the 
== Thames but the Latino Taverna made up 

for the bad weather (organiser David) 
~} John Tyer’s first event as South Coast 
= Regional Organiser was hit by appalling 
= weather but most members came by road for a fine meal at Lymington 

th Eee ie 
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  Waterlines Winter 2008 Cruising logs - Samphire 
  
  

  News from the USA | charter agent who had a reputation for switching equipment 
| Mowbray Whiffin's spell in Maine this | between Victoria boats. What you learn! — 

| | Owners should be aware that the new trunking is now much 

‘summer was beset by stormy weather wider and will not fit the existing run.I had to have new 
and mechanical problems! tubing run up the back of the cooker, in the cupboard,then 

. . . down through the food locker which is not helpful.I will 
His pictures are on the opposite page have to put in an insulating panel to divide the box. 

The new cooker, a Force 10 has burner problems and will 

have to come out, all under warranty, I hope. One of the 

  
  

We knew from friends that the summer weather on the East new 12Samp batteries has died, also a dispute 

coast of the US was most unusual for August but the flights It does seem like a cold shower and $10 notes! 
had been booked earlier to coincide with our daughters Now to the sailing , 

school term as this visit was to be a family cruise, unlike If you can imagine, thick fog, thunder and lightning all at 

the previous years solo trip 7 the same time you will understand the conditions. We 
When we landed in Boston it was clear from a glance out of made it to the top of Somes Sound, to a lovely hurricane 

the planes window that something awful was about to hole,but a storm right overhead with lightning strikes into 

happen, the sky was a deep yellow with heavy rain forecast. the forest right by the boat had me issuing orders to the 

Thankfully our first night was at York,just an hour up the crew to dress and gather in the cockpit. This at 3 o'c in the 
coast and this proved to be a good choice. morning! 

After dinner we all went to bed early,a jet lagged 2 o'clock,in Gy the way back down this fiord, my engine cable started to 

UK terms which was followed by one of the most fearsome . part, another call on Morris Yachts had a replacement in 48 
nights I can remember ..Thunder, sheet lightning and torrential hours 

rain hit after midnight and all the power was lost to the County, 4 fer this episode I was told that a hotel would perhaps be 

and indeed to most of the State as we found out the next day. best for long term morale, but I did get a good rate out of 

The journey up to Bar Harbor took ages through the storm alocal inn to soften the blow. Campers, and visitors were 
but the road was awash and fog started to form later in the leaving Arcadia in droves. 

day.We stayed 2 days seeing friends and visited Morris That's all really but to add injury to insults my wife 

Yachts prior to taking over the boat.All had been well complained that she could not sleep in a very expensive 

prepared after the out of water,and mast out,lay up over the inn, in Kennebunk. it was much better on the boat. She 

A ton ’ list of things to d trated on stopping the would say that on the way home! I shall remind her next 
ng list of things to do concentrated on in . 

water leaks throu mh the decks which had been affected b year when perhaps the weather gods are kinder. g y Mowbray Whiffin. s/y Samphire 
more than . one year in the Tropics and two years in Virginia PS.I now have the status of a transient, non resident alien 
after the trip north from Florida.All the teak eyebrows were for US Immigration purposes 

rebedded,the port windows removed and also rebedded. The I thought I was just a visitor! 

toe rail capping was resealed and the compass binacle was Mowbray Whiffin 

awl gripped to cure a growing rust problem at the base.The 

windlass foot switches were replaced together with several 

planks of teak decking. I think I am facing the cost of a new 

deck, just as the US dollar starts to recover!   

Additionally all the stanchions were replaced,needless to | BOOK REVIEW 
say the original three bolt baseplates could not be sourced 

so new four bolts units had to be drilled through the deck If you want to know why the sea is salty, or why 
with new back plates,all bedded with new mastic and wire barnacles stick to your hull, then pick up 

safety lines replaced.More worryingly the rigging deck bolts 

had to be replaced as several had started to crack at the DO DOLPHINS EVER SLEEP? 

deck end of the rigging,this after just three years into the 

new mast and rigging I fitted for the 2004 ARC. 

There is a lot of foreign steel work in the market and all Written by Pierre-Yves Bely during and after his 
owners should be vigilant and specify the very best | several transatlantic cruises. The author is an 

quality, British or American and virtually nothing else. engineer who worked with NASA and the Paris 
.Mine had been sourced from the EEC(no names but the coun- | Observatory, and obviously wondered about the 

try is very close to the UK)! questions during passages and came home to 
I fell foul of the new US fire regulations and had to research the answers. Originally written in French 
replace several fire extinguishers, with two,not one, bigger as 

ones in the engine compartment (space is measured in the 250 Reponses aux Questions du Marin Curieux 
States for this regulation). and translated by his wife Sally, this is a useful 
Lastly, well almost, the heater was replaced. The local agent f book ‘ust to pick d 

said it was a 1984 model from the unit number whereas I had rererence DOOK—Or JUST tO PICK Up and Carry On 
been told by the previous owner that he had fitted a new reading! 
unit in 1992, it not having been an original fitment from Published by Adlard Coles Nautical 
1990.Not for one minute would I put the blame on a certain 
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A rare evening in Bass Harbor 

    

  

Mowbray glad to be on board 
again—and daughter Tessa 
gets family dinghy tuition      

  

        

  

  
  

  

  

I 

The best morning of the holiday 
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    Waterlines Winter 2008 Cruising logs - Que Sera 
  

Sue Doyle's summer cruise didn't quite make it to Spain,as intended, due 

to the weather and an underpowered Autohelm- but 1500 miles to Royan 

and back was quite an achievement! Here Sue remembers some scenes 
  

  

    al = ae = = 

  

  

Surviving Mevagissey Harbour- a bit tight on the 

fore and aft buoys. | had to get up in the night 
when the ferry bumped against me at low water 

Mooring up on the Tamar at Calstock in sight of 
the viaduct and getting the bus (free) to visit my 

mum after finding that whatever caused the en- 
gine water alarm to go off had cleared itself 

  

  

  

    
  

  

  

The Jester Challenge fleet setting off single- 
handed from Plymouth for the Azores. 
I saw a Victoria 30, the Jester replica and 

Dolphin with an acquaintance Nick 

  

    
    
    

  

   

  

  

  

| Probably 10,000 peo- 
| ple on the beach at 

= Les Sables d’Olone. 

Above —houses are 

decorated with shells 

| in Les Sables 
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Waterlines Winter 2008 History—the 1990 MoD Contract 
  

Euan Haig was with the MoD in 1990, 
and tells us of his dealings with Victoria 
yachts when they obtained a contract for 

a fleet of specially built Victoria 34’s 

You might find it hard to believe that MoD can be a flexi- 

ble, fast-moving place that is a pleasure to work, and it is 
probably politically incorrect to say so. So rt was for me in 

the late 1980's and early 1990's when I ran one of the 
nine naval 'Divisions' in MoD's Procurement Executive. 

My Division was obscurely named the 'Small Auxiliaries 

Division’. Not a glamorous title, no splendid aircraft carri- 

ers, brave destroyers, or hardworking frigates here. This 

Division had all sorts of specialist vessels and collected 
everything that didn't fit into a proper’ category, and I 
could have done nothing without staff of unusual ability 

and enterprise. Some of your readers might know David 
Head, a doughty personality who was later awarded an 

MBE and who was a very major player in this and other 
boat projects. 

In 1988 it added up to 483 'ships' that I knew about, and 
every so often I discovered another tucked away some- 
where. My largest Small Auxiliary’ was 17,000 tons, and 
there were some 2,000 'boats' of various shapes and sizes. 
I always had several ships under construction at any one 
time and a fair few boats of various types, and many were 
custom designed. The numbers tended to decline across my 
tenure with rationalisation. My customers included the 
Army and the RAF as well as civilian MoD organisations 
in various support roles. They were varied, interesting, and 
sometimes wonderfully clandestine. 

By way of background, all servicemen and women are re- 
quired to have an adventure sport of some sort as part of 
character training, whether parachuting, climbing, skiing, 
canoeing, diving or whatever. Each activity has a formal 
structure in MoD and participants are expected to reach 
defined standards. Each activity is expected to generate its 
own leaders to train newcomers in their ship or unit. T had 
begun sailing in 1964 and had owned a boat of some sort 
since 1978. This gave me some appreciation of the benefits 
of sailing to personal character (that's a way of saying I 
might have acquired a little bit of common sense as a re- 
sult) and as a civilian it made me sympathetic to the needs 
of those who go to war at sea. 

My opportunity for a constructive contribution to sail train- 
ing came when I met Commander David Llewellyn, head of 
the Joint Services Adventure Sail Training Centre SSC), 
late in 1988. At the time the Centre had a fleet of nine 
Nicholson 55's, nine Contessa 32's, and nine Halcyon 27's. 
All had seen many years of hard usage. The Nic 55's were 
good for many years to come, given continued good main- 
tenance, and in 2008 some are still in service. The Contes- 
sas and Halcyons were very tired and were becoming 
costly to keep going. However this did not necessarily 
mean that replacement was justified or that it could have 
sufficient priority, or even that the activity should continue. 

We got to work on these matters in 1989, Cdr. Llewellyn 
tackled the justification for the activity to the satisfaction of 
those in MoD who controlled expenditure on behalf of the 
Treasury. This is the famous 'Approval in Principle’ so 
gently teased in 'Yes, Minister’. I got budget approval on 
the basis of an Investment Appraisal’ comparing the costs 
of running 18 old yachts with the likely cost of buying 15 
new, with much reduced running costs and each with 
slightly more capacity. Projected costs were adjusted for 
inflation. My job then became to define the customer fea- 
tures with Cdr Llewellyn in a specification that 
boat builders could work with, and finally deliver the 
promised hardware on or within budget. 

Shopping around was fun. I even got MoD approval to buy 
a ticket for the London Boat Show as part of my search for 
prospective suppliers. MoD dislikes frivolous expenditure, 
so getting such an approval drew responses of disbelief 
from my colleagues. In the event no such expenditure was 
required since I was provided with a ticket by one of our 
equipment suppliers, and yes, I disclosed it as a gift. At 
least one boat builder expressed no interest in building a 
yacht for MoD because they feared the bureaucracy, until I 
mentioned we wanted fifteen boats, not just one. This gen- 
erally resulted in being swiftly dragged onto the stand for a 
coffee and a discussion. 

Twenty four boat builders stated initial interest and ap- 
peared to be able to fund the programme, including yacht 
builders in Europe. Early in 19901 invited competitive ten- 
ders against our specification from sixteen builders, includ- 
ing Victoria Yachts. Eight responded with tenders that met 
our specification to varying degrees, all the way from very 
closely to not very much. Interestingly the more compliant 
tenders tended to be both lower and more complete, so this 
promised to be a dream competition. I held formal, minuted 
meetings with the most promising three to clarify the tender 
technically and financially. Victoria's tender was one of the 
most complete and clear, it was the most suitable yacht 
overall, and its price was lowest. Of all my projects this was 
tuning into the easiest case to argue, but it was a fairly ago- 
nising time for Cdr Llewellyn and his team. They recog- 
nised the Victoria 34 as clearly the best but MoD confines 
knowledge of tendered costs to a few during the competi- 
tion. 

Now at last I had firm prices within budget, and could com- 
mit the expenditure, and the contract was placed on Victoria 
Yachts. Nothing is easy in this life, however, and about 
three weeks later, towards the end of FY 1989/90, MoD ran 

out of money . By way of improving financial self- 
discipline Michael Heseltine, then Secretary of Defence, 

announced a moratorium on MoD expenditure until the end 
of the financial year. Imagine an anthill attacked by a bull- 
dozer - this focused minds wonderfully, and frankly was a 
good thing as a whole. My Division was still inside budget 
and I had funds to continue as planned. Nonetheless I got 
the same 'phone call from MoD Main Building as everyone 
else at my level and above to tell me of the moratorium. 
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Cruising Log -Que Sera 
  

Sue Doyle’s record —continued from p.16 
  

  

  
  
The lighthouse at Ushant in fog and drizzle. 

and—about to enter the Old Port at La 

Rochelle between the towers 

Euan Haig’s Story—continued from p17 

The speaker had my list of budgeted items in front of him. 
He spoke of the contract for JSSC in a voice rising with 
surprise. He asked if it was true I was buying 15 yachts, and 
could the contract be cancelled. I said yes it could - not at all 
the kind of response he had been getting in his calls to oth- 
ers. But there would be penalties. Victoria Yachts had 
cracked on and had placed all the sub-contracts for the ma- 
jor items - mouldings, engines, spars, sails, the lot. The first 
hull set had been delivered the day before and J knew the 
second would be moulding as we spoke. J explained there 
would be considerable cancellation costs. 

a feel Saka - Sac . 
= a 

Westering Home in 1999 — 

  

     
These yachts amounted to about 2/3 of Victoria's produc- 
tion capacity for a bit more than a year, so there must be 
compensation for loss of profit Including cancelled sub- 
contracts, I guessed nugatory costs at somewhere £200,000 
to £400,000 , for which MoD would get nothing. And we 
would still have the high costs of running the old fleet. 1 
pointed out that sail training was part of Service Adventure 
Training, not some frivolous sport of the rich at taxpayers’ 
expense. | had the figures fresh in my mind, and mentioned 
that the planned usage gave a capital cost per trainee of 
about £18 per berth per night and cheap compared with say 
accommodation in barracks.’ 

Finally, I gave notice that J would need more money, not 
less, when the other Divisions had done their homework. 

This troubled my correspondent, who demanded an expla- 
nation. Many tasks must continue unbroken, and when 
more expensive ships reduce their activities mine had to fill 
the gap as best they could. I could sense a deal being 
struck, because time was short and he wished to move to 

richer targets elsewhere. So the Victoria contract survived, 
very quietly. 

Peter Gregory threw a lunch party when the last V34 was 
handed over in 1991, and I told him this story. When J fin- 
ished he said 'Although it never happened I'm glad I'm sit- 
ting down to hear it. Your estimate of the nugatory cost is 
pretty good - we had committed about £300,000 at that 
stage. Above all. losing the contract at that stage would 
have immediately blown us away on account of cash flow, 
regardless of MoD compensation.' 

Getting the Victorias into service was one of the sweetest 

jobs I did in all my time at MoD. Some years later, when I 
was looking for a sturdy cruiser, there was only one choice. 
The result was WESTERING HOME, and no, it was not a 

case of 'buy fifteen, get one free’! 

Sent in by Euan Haig earlier this year, after he had sold 
‘Westering Home’ and retired from the Association. We all 
wish him a continued and very happy retirement 
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Mainsail reefing— by John Cade 

Which slab system is best? 
My first boat, a Victoria 34 which I purchased in 1990, 

came with a conventional 2 slab system as standard. The 

system gave good sail shape, but manipulating the luff crin- 

gle to get it over the tack hook in a seaway was beyond the 

strength of my young female crew. This problem was over- 

come by fitting rings attached to the sail by stout braid, an 

indispensable and inexpensive modification in my view. 

With my next boat, Cadenza, a Morris 34, decided to go one 

better and specified a single line system. I chose a French 

system which, in common with the Selden system, employs 

shuttle blocks within the boom to divide the tension be- 

en 
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Diagram of in-boom single line system 

      
tween the tack and clew pennants. 

Sail shape was not quite as good, due to not being able to 

position the luff cringle with precision. During the fitting- 

out and commissioning I became aware of a number of 
other shortcomings:- 

- Firstly, a reef cannot be deeper than slightly less than half 

the length of the boom. This is usually about right for an 
intermediate reef but a constraint that compels the provision 
of a 3rd reef using an alternative system. 

- Ifthe system is not set up correctly with the 2nd reef shut- 

tle block starting its travel from the very aft end of the 

boom, the block can come up against the gooseneck fitting 

before the reef is fully pulled down. It can jam in this posi- 
tion, especially if a gorilla is on the winch. With systems 

that run their shuttle blocks on rails, worse can happen - the 

aluminium rails can become distorted, necessitating a new 

boom. A glance around a rigger's yard often reveals one 
such discarded boom. Fortunately the French system uses 

free- floating blocks, so a jam is not fatal. 

- The most telling disadvantage of in-boom single line sys- 
tems, however, is friction. When pulling down a reef there 
is considerable additional friction compared to the simple 

slab system. The above diagram shows that this arises from 

one 90 degree turn and two 180 degree turns of the pennants 

around sheaves. This makes all the difference between be- 

ing able to pull down the reef by hand and the operation 
requiring a winch. But the real problem arises when the reef 

is to be shaken out. Add the above causes of friction to the 

weight of the mainsail and the friction in the sailslides, es- 

pecially if it is fully battened, and having that gorilla on 

board is perhaps not such a bad idea after all. The problem 

is immeasurably worse if a 2nd reef has been tucked in on 

top of a Ist reef, requiring both reefs to be pulled out simul- 

taneously. 

These Shortcomings led me to what I consider to be the 

ultimate solution - 2 line reefing. This comprises the clew 

pennants found on the simple slab system with the addition 

of a second pennant tied on to the luff cringle and led to a 

turning block at the foot of the mast via a guide fastened to 

the gooseneck. The purpose of the guide is to position the 
luff cringle in the correct position. The advantages of this 

set-up over the in-boom single line system are numerous:- 

- The luff cringle can pulled down and its position adjusted 

before any tension is applied to the clew pennant. 

- The tension of the luff and clew pennants can be adjusted 

independently of each other. 

- On my 34 footer the sail can be reefed without resorting to 

the use of a winch. A minor point, but it is a noticeable con- 
venience if the winch one would use already has the main 

halyard or topping lift on it. 

- With reduced friction, shaking out reefs is easier. 

- The Ist reef luff pennant doubles as a luff Cunningham. 

- If it is necessary to reef when the wind is abaft the beam 

and it is considered unwise to turn into the wind because of 
the sea state, the luff pennants can be used to winch the sail 

down. 

| 
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and the two line system       ws 

Of all the improvements I have made to Cadenza in the 

eight years since her launch, none has been of more benefit 
than the modification to two line reefing. Every time I tuck 
in a reef I congratulate myself on making the change. 

John Cade, "Cadenza" 
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Ben Green gives us some good 
advice before taking down and 

storing furling sails for winter 

HEADSAIL 
if you are removing your sails for the winter spare a 

few moments before they are taken down and bagged 
up. 
Let go the leach line from its cleat or eyelets and 

heave down on the leach so the line works back into 

the leach tape, 

Check the clearance between the top of the head 

swivel and the top of the foil with the genoa luff fully 

tensioned -no clearance here means you are about to 
pull the top cap off the foil this allows the swivel to trip 
and jam. 
A quick fix is to remove the snap shackles on the 

drum and top swivel and replace with small shackles 

thus shortening the hoist. With the genoa on deck 
check for wear inside the head and tack webbing 

loops ,and that the top of the luff tape is not opened up 

or frayed,(the luff tape can be resealed with a solder- 
ing iron. If you sew it, very fine thread is used or re- 
pair won't fit in foil groove.) 
Now is a good time to check and lubricate the furling 
gear, wash out the bearings on the swivel and drum 
to remove sait and debris ,when dry, spray a lubricant 

(ptfe or silicon) . 
Check the foils connection to the drum -on the older 
Furlex systems this is a spring that can come adrift 

allowing the foil to ride up on sail hoisting (Selden 
have produced a sheet on this problem. 

There should be no movement between the foil sec- 
tions when twisted; a black aluminium oxide stain from 

the join is a sign of shuffle wear or a loose connector. 
The wear points on the genoa to look at are impact 

areas for the spreaders, radar reflectors and stan- 

Practical Advice - sail maintenance 

chions, 

The diameter of the furling line and how it rolls onto 

the drum makes a big difference to how easy the sys- 
tem is to use. If the line is evenly coiled on like a cot- 
ton reel things are fine; if the drum is full you need to 
reduce the line diameter, too smaller diameter line 

however won't stack cleanly The last block before the 
winch needs to be at least 2” diameter to cope with the 

change in direction of the furling line ,this is a common 
high friction point. 

INMAST SAIL 

Before lowering the main pull out all three comers to 
make sure the sail is flat , that is outhaul/mainsheet 
full on together with halyard tension- if not the sail 

might have to have the luff round recut to flatten, es- 

pecially if jamming on furling away is a problem , this 
often shows up as vertical creases appearing as the 

sail enters the mast on furling , a sail fabric has a 

memory of a crease and will tend to fold or crease in 

the same place each time it is rolled away ,try furling 
in the opposite direction if the mechanism allows to 

cancel the memory effect .be aware that most inmast 

furling systems have a set direction due to the offset 
nature of the mast opening so you may have to revert 

to original direction when creases have gone. 
When the main is down any vertical battens should be 
checked at the outer end as there is a tendency to trip 
as the sail goes away and reinforcing here is often 

minimal. 
Through the hatch on the side of the mast check that a 

reasonable tension keeps the foil inside tight and 
doesn’t allow the foil to pull aft into the opening on furl- 

ing. If it loosely clanks about, the wire cable inside 
the foil has stretched and will need adjustment by ten- 
sioning the nut either on the top of the mast or under 
the drum. 

SAIL STORAGE 
  

  

Custom Sait Design 
UK Manufacture 
Repairs AGtertions 
24/7 Sail Drop Off 
Loft On River Hable 

SHORE SAILS 
PREMIER MARINA 
SWANWICK 
SOUTHAMPTON 
$031 1ZL 

        

   

    
      

If you wash the salt off 

sails ,they have to be 
stored dry or you will 
get mildew especially if 
you have folded them 
on your lawn allowing 

the mildew spores to 

transfer on to your sail- 
salt on the sail stops 

mildew forming. Under 

the UV guard and the 
foam luff if fitted are the 
usual starting point for 
mildew which begins 

as a green stain that 
can be washed off but 

after a few months will 
become the black stain 
in the fabric weave 
which is very difficult to 
get out. 

  

Contact Ben Green 

TEL 01489 589450 

Email 
Benshoresalis@aol.com 

WWW.SHORESAILS.CO.UK   
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Chuck Paine, designer of Victoria and Frances Yachts during two 

decades, wrote a two-part article for YACHTING MONTHLY 

in 1982 giving a detailed analysis of best practice in keel design - 

As true today as it was then 
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Sweepback Angle = 60° 
Aspect Ratro =.2! 

1. Though definitely a full-keeled cruiser, the profile of this 
hull has been influenced by performance considerations. 
This profile yields advantages 2 to 8 from the list given. Yet 
thereis only a moderate forefoot, which enables the design 
to be easily brought about and manoeuvred under power. 
The sternpost has been raked sharply in order to reduce | 
wetted surface aft. Despite the paring away of lateral plane 
area both fore and aft, the ‘knuckle’ between the two 
straight lines of her profile has been kept forward of the 
vessel's centre of gravity to prevent the bow tipping down 
when hauled out on a slipway. This sort of profile has two 
principal disadvantages: the rudder, being outboard, must 
be made large in area to compensate for the inefficiencies 
caused by its piercing the water surface; and the large 
amount of wetted surface requires arig of considerable sail 
areato overcome the correspondingly greater resistancein 

   
Chuck Paine 
-around the time when he designed our keels 

  

  

  light airs 
  

Engineers are trained to view objects from three 
directions at once, andin describing the design of ayacht’s 

keel | will resort to the same ‘orthographic projections’ 
used by engineers. in order to completely describe the 
ultimate shape of the keel to the builder, it must be drawnin 
all three views... profile, frontal and sectional. The shape 
of each view of the keel has a separate and distinct effect 
upon performance. 

The profile view, usually the first drawing the designer 
creates, is important in defining the overall image and 
purpose of the design. Sailors are generally aware that the 
short, deep keel of minimal wetted surface is better for 
racing, but will cause the yacht to be more demanding at 
the helm. Conversely, a long shallow keel results in 
improved directional stability at some cost in speed and 
windward ability. The typical racing yacht keel of today 

marks alower limit in size which is fixed by the nature of the 
material used for its construction. Since there is no other 
heavy metal which combines the advantages of great 
density, ability to be cast easily, and low cost, lead is the 
chosen material for nearly all ballasted keels in use today. 
There are heavier materials which might lend themselves 
to substitution. Gold, both of the normal and Acapulco 
varieties, has been encased in lead for smuggling 

purposes, and spent uranium has been tried at the 

expense, | imagine, of our friends, the fish. But lead, at 
18p/lb and up, is still the world’s greatest bargain when 

applied to the task of holding a yacht upright. 
Today’s racing keels are made as small in volume as the 

necessary weight of ballast will allow. Modern yacht 
engineering requires that approximately 50 per cent of the 

total weight of the yacht be devoted to hull structure and 
rig, so it should come as no surprise that there is little 
difference between the shapes of all racing yacht keels. 

They are all of a size and shape required to enclose a 
volume of lead equal to half the yacht’s displacement. 
Were there a convenient mineral available which was 
more dense than lead, | have no doubt that racing yacht 
keels would evolve which would be smaller still. Perhaps 

this is the reason for the porpoise’s knowing smile; for his 
fins have been designed with a volume of insignificant 
proportion to his bulk, andhe courses through the briny for 
the sheer fun of it, without the slightest fuss or bother. 

The racers have determined that a keel of minimal 
possible sideways area (we call it lateral plane) yields the 
best speed. It must generate enough lateral force to 
preventexcessive side-slipping when sailing to windward, 

but this forceis more a matter of shape than of size. In order 
to define the shape of a keel profile, or in fact of any foil 

(wing, sail or keel) which travels through a fluid, we use the 
term aspect ratio. 

Aspect ratio describes the depth of a keel relative to its 

fore-and-aft extent. The formula is: 

Aspect ratio (AR) = oe where 

D = Depth of fin below canoe bady of hull in feet 
A = Area of fin in square feet 

A deep, narrow keel ts termed ‘high aspect ratio’, while a 
shallow, long keel is ‘low aspect ratio’. 

  

    
° Sweephack Angle = 52° 

Aspect Ratio = =.26 

2. Here is the logical next step, aimed at further reducing 
lateral plane area while still maintaining all of the 
advantages 2to8. Keel areais reduced at bothends, andthe 
rudderhasbeenmovedforward.Placingtherudderbeneath 
a counter or (as is the case here) canoe stern increases its 
effectiveness in comparison to an outboard rudder. The 
forefoot is now completely cut away so that aspect ratio is 
increased, but there’d better not be anyone walking 
around on the foredeck when she’s hauled up the ways       
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Aspect ratio has a dramatic effect upon the keel’s ability 
to prevent leeway. So dramatic, in fact, that you can 

assume with reasonable accuracy that the effectiveness in 
preventing leeway is a function of a keel’s depth alone. 

Increases in fore-and-aft length, given a certain depth, 
have negligible benefit to windward, and represent 
nothing but increased resistance off the wind. 

It is this fact, more than any other, which causes a 

divergence of opinion between cruising and racing 
yachtsmen. Asa designer of cruising yachts, lam willing to 
give up atrifle of windward advantage in favour of a great 
many other advantages which accompany the use of a 
longer, shallower keel. 

So that | may refer to them later, let me present some of 
the advantages of a long, shallow keel'as 1 see them. 
1. Shallow draught 

Accessibility to shallow waters adds tremendously to a 
boat’s range. It also takes much of the worry out of 
pilotage. 

2. Improved directional stability 
A long keel frees the skipper from slavery to the helm 

because it provides more directional stability. Steering is 
more enjoyable, and mechanical self-steering devices will 
be more effective on a long-keeled yacht. 

  

  

  

/ Sweephack Angle =42° 

7 Aspect Ratto =,31 

3. This hull exhibits all the advantages given in the list. The 
separate skeg/rudder aft of the keel has proved to possess 
the same steering advantages as a single long keel. 
Windward performance actually seems to increase with 
the removal of that wedge ahead of the skeg. | feel this is 
because the single long keel is of low aspect ratio and is 
thus inefficient to windward. The two ‘foils’ comprise a 
smaller total area but are each more efficient, being of 
higher aspect ratio. Ted Brewer has used similar profiles so 
successfully on many of his production designs that! might 
term this the ‘Ted Brewer profile’     
  

3. Lower ballast placement 
As the keel profile becomes longer, it becomes possible to 
place more required ballast along its lower extent, which 

benefits stability. 
4. Room to locate tanks in the keel 
With only the lower portion of an extended keel occupied 

by ballast, the upper portion becomes available for the 
tanks. This aids stability and releases more of the hull’s 

easily accessible space for stowage. 

5. Protection of propeller and rudder 
Those damned lobster buoy lines and rocks! 
6. More secure hanging of the rudder 
Hanging the rudder from the aft end of the keel or from a 

skeg permits a bearing at the bottom as well as the top of 

the rudder — a far stronger arrangement than the spade 
rudder. 

_7. Easier haulout and careening 
Short keels require the use of a travel Jift or crane and a 

custom-fitted cradle. 

8. Stronger attachment of keel to hull 
Greater length of the intersection simplifies the engin- 
eering of the attachment tremendously. 

In designing performance cruisers, one’s objective 

should be to keep the area of lateral plane to a minimum, 
consistent with obtaining as many of the above advan- 
tages as possible. There area fewrules of thumb which can 

22 
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4. This boat begins to resemble many ofthe racers of today. 
When acruising yacht designer chooses this profile, he can 
create a yacht with speed through the water equal to that of 
the racer, as heis not constrained by rating considerations. 
Yet look for yourself and you will see that this profile 
satisfies, to some degree, the advantagesin our list. Whata 
shame that our measurement rules, until now, have been 
purely quantitative. Why couldn't a rating credit be given 
for each advantage from our list? In this case this yacht 
would rate very low, yet still be well suited to family 
cruising   
  

assist the designer in making the best of thelong/short keel 
compromise. 

Research has shown that the higher the aspect ratio, the 
less the ‘sweepback angle’ of the keel. This angle is usually 
measured at the quarter-chord line, one quarter of the way 
back from the leading edge, and it is this line which has 

been shownasa dashedlineinthe diagrams. Comparethis 
with the design of aeroplane wings, and you will find this an 

easy rule to remember. Aeroplanes with very long wings 

(gliders are the best example) have little or no sweepback 
tothe wings, while wings which are long fore-and-aft but of 
short span (the Concorde SST) are sharply swept back. 

One should be careful to make the keel as narrow in 
frontal area as possible, for this has an effect upon 
resistance and stability. It is also desirable to ensure that 

the sections of ‘airfoil’ of the keel be made to resemble as 
closely as possible one of the ideal sections which research 
has shown to result in the least resistance. 

Many cruising yacht builders are now searching for a 
good compromise between the ‘ideal’ short racing keel 
with its reduced resistance and great effectiveness to 
windward, and the long kee! whose advantages | have 

listed above. These compromises rely upon judgement 

rather than technical expertise. The five examples given 
hereillustrate better the trade-offs invalved in the choice of 
a performance-orientated keel profile. <> 
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|| Sweepback Angle = 0° 
Aspect Ratio = 2.7 

5. Here shoal draught is the primary objective. With its 
minimal lateral plane area, only advantages 1, 7 and 8 have 
survived. In order to compensate for the very smail keel 
profile, the centreboard had to be made highly effective 
and so it is of very high aspect ratio. Downwind speed may 
be increased by housing the board. Only by exchanging the 
centreboard for a daggerboard, thereby eliminating the 
open slot in the boat’s bottom with its inevitable 
turbulence, could speed be further improved. Interestingly 
enough, it is this latter keel configuration which has found 
its way to the forefront among the ‘hot’ lightweight racers     
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Part 2 of Chuck Paine’s article in 

YACHTING MONTHLY 
discussed the importance of the frontal aspect 

of the keel 
After the article was written in 1982, Chuck pro- 

duced a new design—the Victoria/Frances 34. 

  

As seen above, this hull had a smaller forefoot than on the 
Victoria 30, following the basic principles given in Part 1 

S| WRITE these words on the design of keel sections on 
the 75th anniversary of manned flight, |am reminded 

of the parity of the aeroplane wing and the keel. Just as the 

ability of a heavier-than-air machine to fly depends entirely 
upon its wings, so does the ability of a yacht to make 
progress to windward depend upon its keel. For the keel is 
nothing more or less than a vertical wing, though a sadly 
truncated one lest it too frequently make alterations to the 

- subsea strata. , 
The analogy of aeroplane flight is an appropriate one, for 

soon after the designer sets himse'f to the task of designing 
ayacht’s keel he will be found with his nose buried in one or 
another of the standard texts on aeronautical engineering, 
Interestingly enough, the formulae and theories involved 
with aerofoil design are identical to that of keel design. The 
only adjustments required are for the differences in density 
of air and water. While you would hardly find it pleasant 
fireside reading, | should note that | use as my reference for 
keel section design, Theory of Wing Sections, by Abbott & 
Von Doenhoff, Dover Publications Inc, New York. 

Before choosing the aerofoil for the keel, some general 
background factors must be considered. Construction 
limitations, tankage requirements, stability considera- 
tions, even the need to squeeze in full headroom can 
influence the designer's decision. Let’s havea look at some 
of the considerations a designer must juggle in his mind 
before arriving at a particular keel section. 
Frontal area | 

Afairly obvious impediment toayacht's achieving her best 
speed is the keel’s ‘frontal area’. You can prove this easily 
enough to yourself while driving in a car by sticking your 

hand out of the window. Turn your hand palm-forward and 
a considerable wind force will be felt, while far less force 
can be detected when you rotate yourhand 90 degrees toa 
palm-down position. Your hand did not change either its 

‘volume or shape, but its frontal area, and designers of 
yacht keels must make every effort to reduce this area in 

order to reduce the keel’ s drag. 
Keel volume 
Asomewhat less obvious drag on boat speed is the keel’s 
total volume. The smaller a keel’s total volume, the less its 
resistance, for in cleaving the water and pulling it back to- 
gether again as it passes, the keel dissipates energy which 
results in a loss of speed. While the minimum possible 
volumeusedonracing yachtswill be determined simply by 

  

Figure 1 

Even a small fillet 
radius here will elimin- 
ate stress concentra- 
tion problems 

1 

FULL- BILGED 
WIDE, LOW CABIN BOLE 

\ 

    

  

  
  

  If left a sharp corner as © 
shown here, a stress- This much of the keel's 
concentration effect depth is _ aerofoil 
may well cause shaped and thus effec- 
weakening, eve tive at preventing lee- 

way when going to cracking of the hull i in 
: windward this area 

WINEGLASS 
NARROW, BVEN LOWER 
CABIN SOLE 

The effective height of 
a wineglass keel is 
much less. This is 
usually compensated 
by alonger fore and aft 
length of keel with the 
wineglass garboards   

  

    
  

the amount of lead ballast required for stability, designers 
of cruising yachts often opt for a slightly larger keel 
volume. This allows the water tanks to be located down in 
the keel ratherthan inthe hull proper, and sets aside an area 
as a sump for bilge water. There is nothing less pleasant 
than sloshing around the cabin solein ankle-deep water for 
lack ofa place for bilge water to collect between pumpings. 
The ‘long keel’ cruiser will inevitably have’a larger keel 
volume than even these considerations require. 
Frontal shape 

Thearea where the keelis attached to the bottom of the hull 
itself is the subject of a fundamental ‘decision by the 
designer. Because this is the location of the garboard plank 

in conventional planked wood construction, this part of a 
yacht is still called the garboard. Years ago designers did 
not have the luxury of choice in shaping the garboard area. 
When traditional plank on frame construction was used, 
sufficient strength to prevent leakage required avery large 

fairing radius between the boat’s bottom and the ballast 
keel. Modern construction methods permit the use of 
virtually any radius in this area, although eliminating the 
radius entirely can cause a stress concentration which is 
fundamentally weak and best avoided. 

Figure 1 shows one advantage to be gained from wide 
garboards (wineglass shape), in that the cabin sole can be 
located very low in the hull to increase headroom. Another 

decided advantage to wineglass sections is that they 
significantly reduce the wetted surface of such a hull. Both 
garboard shapes, full-bilged and wineglass, can producea 
tender hull unless corrected for byalittle extra beam, alittle 
more ballast or both. 

Aircraft wing research has shown a slight reduction in 
resistance when a root radius, to use the aeronautical term, 
is employed. Yacht keels are so lacking in depth.when 
compared to the great length of aeroplane wings, that the 
racing yacht designer invariably will pay the price of 
slightly increased resistance as well as a more highly 
stressed attachment and reduce or eliminate the fairing 
radius in the garboard area. This has the effect of 
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maximising the extent of the keel which is aerofoil shaped 
and thus most efficient for sailing to windward. 

The bottom of the keel usually will be rounded off, forthis 
is the silhouette which time and the foibles of helmsmen 
and boatyard workers eventually will shape in any case. | 
have known yacht designers who would launch into 
lengthy tirades on the subject of shaping the bottom of the 
keel. The keel is nothing less than the seagoing equivalent 
of anaircraft’s swingtip, an area of the wing which has been 
the subject of endless research in hopes of reducing 
efficiency losses caused by wingtip vortices. These 
benighted fellows seem blind to the simple fact that the 
aircraft's wing has the advantage of flying perpetually ona 
single, upright tack. A yacht’s keel must be equally efficient 
on port and starboard. 
Ballast location 
The designer also must consider whether the keel will be 
tapered in width from top to bottom or paraliel-sided. By 
fashioning the keel so as to be wider at the bottom than the 
top, the centre of gravity of the ballast can be lowered 
considerably. The extreme case of such an effort is the so- 
called bulb keel, in which most of the ballast is 
concentrated in a teardrop shaped pod at the extreme 

bottom of 4 narrower fin. This is virtually the only way to 
genérate a respectable amount of stability on a narrow 
hull, and sometimes. is employed when iron is used for a 
ballast keel rather than lead. 

Vastly preferable to the bulb keel is one which tapers in 
the other direction. Such a keel will combine a large 
attachment perimeter at the top for more secure construc- 
tion with a far better lift to drag ratio for efficiency when 
sailing to windward. The constant chord ratio keel (Figure 
2) has proved to be an excellent compromise on racing and 
cruising designs of modern (beamy) proportions where 
extremely low ballast placement is not a deciding factor. 
The cruising boat requires good windward performance, 
and a high centre of gravity gives a boat with a short keel 
better motion in a seaway, so these keels have value on 
many performance oriented cruisers. 
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Choosing the airfoil section 
With all of the foregoing considerations in mind, the 
designer is finally ready to choose an airfoil section upon 
which to base his keel design. As you might have quessed, 
this is the easy part. For all the many years of aeronautical 
research into thousands of different aerofoils, the choice 
has been distilled down to three or four which are applic- 
_able to yacht keels. While an aeroplane wing is cambered 

  

Figure 2 

    

  

The top and bottom foils are 
’ simifar NACA aerofoils, the 

bottom simply a smaller ver- 
sion of the top. These keels 
are easy to design and build 
casting plugs for and they 
perform exceedingly well       

(more rounded on the top and relatively flat on the bottom) 
keels must be symmetrical. Thus we must choose one of 
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) 
Basic Thickness Forms, or.uncambered aerofoils, for our 
keel sections (Figure 3). The NACA Basic Thickness Forms 

are symmetrical shapes defined by tables of half 
thicknesses along their length with additional dimensions 
provided near the leading edge where curvature is 
greatest, while the trailing edge i is assumed to come toa 
sharp point. 

  

Figure 3 
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Additional half thicknesses are provided for this area at .5, 
.57,.125 and 7.5 percent of the length back from the front of 
the aerofoil       
The sections which | have used most frequently are the 

NACA 63A, 64A and 65A. Slight modifications to the NACA 
Forms probably will be required for construction reasons, 
but designers are well advised to shape the keel as closely 

as possible to one of the NACA forms. 
We have come a long way in the creation of cruising 

yachts from the days when keels were fashioned with an 
adzefrom baulks of timber. Today’sdesignerhasno excuse 
for not utilising a keel section which has been idealised-by 
years of research and testing, and modern designs reflect 
this fact by being faster and more weatherly than one 
would have dreamed possible justafewyearsago. <> 

  

| Reminder - New Editor 

needed for ‘Waterlines’ 
After eight years as editor, with lots of help 
from Committee and other members, this is my 
last issue. Please contact me or any Committee 
member if you would like to find out what is 
involved. It’s an easy and satisfying job for 
those long winter evenings 
Barrie Marson 

bmarson@waitrose.com   
  

 


